
DEPARTMENT OF POLITICAL SCIENCE 
 

                                                    COURSE  OUTCOME (UG) 

B. A. Part-I 

COURSE TITLE:  POLITICAL THEORY (PAPER-I) 

 

Course Outcome:  

CO1-Provide students a sound understanding of Political Science, including various approaches,                    

ideological perspectives and relationship with other Social Sciences.  

CO2- Understand the function of the state in society and how it rules and regulates the power structure by     

learning various theories of origin and functioning of the state. 

CO3- Explain what power is and how it functions in society and politics.  

CO4- Evaluate liberal and Marxist approaches to understand politics. 

CO5- Assess the basic concepts of Liberty, Equality, Rights and Justice. 

 

COURSE TITLE: COMPARATIVE GOVERNMENT AND POLITICS(Paper-II) 

 

Course Outcome:  

CO1- Familiarize students with the main elements of the Constitutions of UK,  USA, Switzerland and  

Russia, the representatives of four major types of government so that they may critically evaluate the 

functioning of government institutions within the context of constitutionality. 

CO2- Critically evaluate the power, functions and position of  different branches of the government and  

rights of the citizens of UK, USA, Switzerland and Russia in a comparative perspective.  

CO3-Trace the evolution of Comparative Politics as a discipline and drawing the distinction between 

Comparative Politics and Comparative Government 

CO4-Conduct an intensive comparative study of the functioning of different political systems. 

 

B. A. Part-II 

                          COURSE TITLE: INDIAN POLITICAL SYSTEM(Paper-III) 

Course Outcome:  

CO1-Understand the political system of India through the study of Constitution and government at different 

levels.  

CO2-Assess the nature of Indian Federalism with focus on Union-state relations. 



CO3-Critically analyze the power, functions and position of all the branches of government at union and state 

levels. 

CO3-Examine the Fundamental Rights and Duties of Indian citizens and significance and status of   Directive 

Principles. 

CO4- Critically evaluate the Amendment process of the Indian constitution  

CO5- Evaluate the role of various forces like caste, religion and language in the Indian political system. 

  

              COURSE TITLE:  INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS(Paper-IV) 

Course Outcome: 

 CO 1- Explain scope and subject matter of International Relations as an  academic discipline  

 CO 2- Study the discipline through Political realism, Pluralism and system model. 

  CO 3- Examine the issues of Underdevelopment, Terrorism, Regionalism and Integration that in  the       

Post second world war order. 

  CO 4- Study the role of Diplomacy, Propaganda and Military capabilities in the making of foreign policy. 

  CO 5- Explain certain basic concepts like Globalisation in contemporary world order. 

  CO 6- Describe the Cold War phases and understanding the post Cold War era. 

  CO 7- Discuss the developments in European Ethno-nationalism since 1990’s. Tracing the growth of 

European Union 

  CO 8- Examine Indian Foreign Policy: Basic Principles, Evolution and Relations with major powers.        

  CO 9- Evaluate the working of UN and its organs; Peace keeping Function and Human Rights. 

 

B. A. Part-III 

 

COURSE TITLE:PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION(Paper-V) 

Course Outcome: 

CO1- Familiarize the students with meaning, key concepts, and schools of thoughts in public     

administration.   

CO-   Understand what Public Administration is and how it is different from Private Administration.  

CO3- Explain how New Public Management and the concept of New Public Service have changed the focus 

and ways of ensuring the public good. 

CO4- Understand the concept and principles of organization and how the formal ones differ from the 

informal ones.  

CO5-Comprehend and analyze the administration in India, how different institutions work within the 

purview of Constitution and how the administration is being made accountable.  

CO6-Analyze issues of personnel and financial administration and understand issues and challenges of 

governance in India. 

 



COURSE TITLE: POLITICAL THOUGHT(Paper-VI) 

Course Outcome: 

CO1- Examine the ideas of some of the most prominent political philosophers like Plato, Aristotle, Kautilya, 

Machiavelli, Hobbes, Rousseau, Bentham, J. S Mill and Mao. 

CO2-Evaluate their  responses to political issues which have  profoundly affected the subsequent political 

thought.  

CO3- Explain what was the ideal state according to Plato and how Aristotle differed from his master Plato on 

the conception of justice and society 

CO4-Describe the views of Hobbes, Locke, and Rousseau regarding state of nature, the law of nature, form 

of contract and the emergence of state from the contract.  

CO5-Explain how and why Machiavelli gave an overriding priority to pragmatism above ethics and values 

in operation of statecraft. 

CO6-Understand the meaning of utilitarianism and how Bentham and Mill differed from each other.  

 

 

COURSE TITLE: POLITICAL SOCIOLOGY(Paper-VII) 

Course Outcome:  

CO1-Understand the concepts of Power, Authority and Legitimacy in the context of society. 

CO2- Explain social stratification through the index of class, caste and elite.  

CO3- Assess the impact of Religion and Caste on society.  

CO4- Understand the relation between Gender and Politics.  

CO5-Creat awareness among students about Political Culture, Political Socialization, Political    

Modernization, Voting Behaviour etc.  

CO6-  Develop a detailed understanding of relation between society and politics. 

CO7-  Evaluate the concept of Political Development and Social Change. 

 

 

 

 

 



COURSE TITLE: NATIONAL AWAKENING AND CONSTITUTIONAL DEVELOPMENT IN 

INDIA(Paper-VIII) 

Course Outcome:  

CO1- Equip the students with the basic understanding of causes of national awakening, various stages of 

national movement, origin and role of Indian National Congress.  

CO2-Understand the impact of two World Wars on Indian politics.  

CO3-Evaluate the contribution of various movements like Non-Cooperation Movement, Civil Disobedience  

Movement, Quit India Movement. 

CO4-Assess the performance of Acts like  Montague Chelmsford Reform  Act 1919,Government f India Act 

1935 etc. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


